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Artist Information 
 

Ela Wardi 
 
 
Talent and a good voice are not enough to make it in the music business these 
times! That’s why Ela Wardi the German/Morrocan works hard on her new Album. 
She writes her own lyrics to express her mind and soul. 
 
Her first single "Tell Me Why I Cry" was released in 2002 with EMI-Italy. The track 
was on a couple of compilations like Popcorn5 with Artists like Robbie Williams 
and Britney Spears. 
 
Ela Wardi´s sound is a mixture of Pop/Soul and Electro and her lyrics are based on 
her journey of life. 
 
2004 Ela Wardi went to NYC to get more inspirations for her Music. After she won 
the "International Newcomer Festival" she decided to stay and work a little bit 
longer in NYC ... 3 Years!! 
 
Back in Germany she started to work with Stefan Gruenwald of Clubland Records 
and they produced their first project/single, a cover version from the 90’s House 
Classic "Hold On (Tighter To Love)". 
 
This genre (House/Elektro) was always a part in her music life. In Munich, where 
she spent the most time of her life, she worked and had great gigs with well-known 
DJs like Jean-Claude Ades (JCA) or Milk and Sugar. She was also a Resident 
Singer in the Super Club NEKTAR and performed in the most famous Clubs in 
Germany ... like the PACHA in Munich. 
 
The follow up single she will be featuring Stefan Gruenwald vs. Jerry Ropero and 
the track is also a cover version. This time from Yazoo’s "Dont Go". The single is 
going to be released end of May 2010 through Clubland / Kontor Records. 
 
Her own Single is coming up this spring and will be released through Clubland 
and in NYC with Next Plateau Record USA. 
 
So we can’t wait to here more about this great artist ... 


